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Nanoporous metal-organic framework (MOF) materials display
a wide range of functional properties with important technological,
industrial, and environmental applications in areas such as molecular
sensing and strategic gas storage/separation.1–6 Their well docu-
mented structural complexities can be expected to yield unprec-
edented pressure-induced phenomena, with the further potential for
coupling of the host-guest properties afforded by their open
structures2–6 and the small molecule pressure-transmitting fluids
often used in high-pressure science. Moreover, compared to
traditional solid state materials these open (i.e., low density) systems
are likely to be “soft”,7,8 with perturbations to the structure and
functionality at less extreme pressures: pressures such as may be
routinely encountered in practical applications. For example,
densification of polycrystalline porous MOF materials to optimize
volumetric gas storage capacity through sample compression (up
to several GPa) may distort the framework and pore structure, and
accordingly may significantly alter the guest sorption properties
(e.g., selectivity). Accordingly, understanding the impact of pressure
on MOF systems is of pivotal importance. Here, we report the
anomalous high pressure behavior of the nanoporous MOF material
Cu3(1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate)2(H2O)3•{guest}9 (Cu-btc) that is
associated with the hyperfilling of the pore network. This behavior
involves a dramatic transition between a hard regime, where the
pressure-transmitting fluid penetrates the framework cavities, and
a soft regime, where the guest-framework system compresses
concertedly.

As one of the classic MOF systems, the functional properties of
Cu-btc, including the robust porosity, guest- and ligand-exchange,
hydrogen storage, and catalytic behavior, have been widely
explored.9–13 In the Cu-btc framework, pairs of CuII ions, bridged
by four carboxylate (µ2-OCO) groups on discrete 1,3,5-benzene-
tricarboxylate (btc) ligands, form CuII dimers (square planar
connectivity) which are linked via the trigonal btc molecules to
form an extended three-dimensional network with cubic symmetry
(Fm3jm, a ) 26.4 Å).9 The rigidity of these components imparts
stability to the framework structure which is retained upon reversible
removal or exchange of noncoordinated guest species contained
within pores in the material as well as nonbridging ligands
coordinated axially at the CuII dimer.11–13 The three-dimensional
pore network is formed by three types of cavities: an alternating
(NaCl-type) array of two distinct cuboctahedral cavities with smaller
“interstitial” octahedral cavities (Figure 1). As prepared, this pore
network contains guest ethanol and water molecules.

A pulverized sample of as-prepared Cu-btc was loaded in the
hole of a preindented stainless steel foil gasket within a diamond
anvil cell (DAC). Polycrystalline quartz was included as an internal
pressure marker.14 The DAC was closed without pressure-transmit-

ting fluid or with methanol-ethanol-water (MEW, 16:3:1 by
volume), isopropyl alcohol, or Fluorinert (FC-70, perfluorotri-N-
pentylamine) to mediate hydrostatic sample compression. In-situ
high-pressure diffraction data were collected using the monochro-
matic X-rays (20.02 keV, 0.61915 Å) available at the 1-BM
beamline at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratory in combination with a MAR-345 image plate detector.
Sample pressures were varied in the range 0-8 GPa, and within
the hydrostatic limit of the fluid for the alcohol-based media. In
the standard variable-pressure experiment, single 60 s exposures
(3 min per image including experimental overhead) were acquired
at each pressure. Five images were accumulated at each pressure
for “slow compression” experiments. The raw images were
processed within Fit-2D.15,16 The pressure-dependent lattice pa-
rameters were extracted from Le Bail fits to the diffraction data
within GSAS.17,18

In small molecule alcohol-based pressure-transmitting fluids, the
Cu-btc framework exhibits a clear transition between two distinct
regions of near linear compressibility: appearing quite incompress-
ible at low pressure before compressing rapidly beyond a threshold
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Figure 1. (a) A representation of the Cu-btc framework highlighting the
distinct guest-accessible cavities at (0,0,0) (pink, ∼11.2 Å diameter), (1/2,
1/2, 1/2) (blue, ∼8.4 Å diameter), and (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) (yellow, ∼5.4 Å diameter).
The cavities are connected via the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) pore through the coordinated
water-lined (b) square and (c) triangular apertures, viewed down the (100)-
and (111)-directions, respectively. Spheres indicate the approximate volume
available to guest molecules (which have been omitted for clarity).
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pressure (Figure 2). The transition was not accompanied by any
change in space group symmetry or notable variation in peak
intensities. No such transition was apparent without fluid or in large
molecule Fluorinert fluid, with rapid, near linear framework
compression comparable to the higher pressure, soft regime in
alcohol-based fluid. The compressibility transition pressure was
strongly dependent on the fluid and occurred at lower pressure in
isopropyl alcohol (∼0.8 GPa) compared to MEW (∼2.2 GPa) using
similar experimental protocols. It was also dependent on the rate
at which pressure was applied and shifted to higher pressure (∼3.3
GPa in MEW) in a slow compression experiment where the sample
was held at each pressure for a factor of 5 longer (15 min cf. 3
min).

In MEW, the diffraction peaks broadened progressively beyond
the compressibility transition. This was most pronounced for slow
compression, where uniform peak splitting could be resolved (Figure
3). Features in the diffraction images suggested that the splitting
was due to contributions from two related components, rather than
a single lower symmetry phase. The component with a larger lattice
volume (at lower diffraction angle) appeared as a continuous
diffraction ring from a finely divided powder. The component with
a smaller lattice volume (at higher diffraction angle) contributed
distinct single-crystal reflections from larger grains within the
polycrystalline sample. The different lattice volumes reflect the
different compressibilities of these components with a reduced
compressibility for the smaller particles.

Although the original lattice volume and crystalline diffraction
were recovered upon release of the pressure, changes in sample
morphology were evident depending on the rate of pressure release.
With a gradual (i.e., stepwise) release of pressure, the distinct
reflections from large single-crystal grains, which persist at high
pressure, were retained. However, rapid direct pressure release
produced a smearing of the intensity around the diffraction rings
reflecting an increased distribution of sample grain orientations and,
accordingly, a reduction in average particle size (Figure 4). Variable-
pressure compression data collected for a sample previously
recovered in this way, showed the compressibility transition to be
shifted to higher pressure (∼3.6 GPa in MEW).

The bulk moduli (K ) 1/� ) -V(∂P/∂V) where � is the
compressibility) obtained from second-order Birch-Murnaghan
equations of state fit to the pressure-induced changes in lattice
volume, are given in Table 1.

The extreme, intrinsic compressibility measured in the absence
of fluid, and the reversibility of this compression, suggests the
existence of low energy lattice distortions in the Cu-btc framework
which are accessed at pressure. The close agreement between data
obtained without fluid and upon hydrostatic compression in
Fluorinert (which is too large to enter the pores) confirms that this
behavior is not an artifact associated with nonhydrostatic effects.
The framework compressibility is comparable to that of ionic solids
such as NaCl (KNaCl ) 24.4 GPa)19 which is itself used as a soft,
quasi-hydrostatic medium for higher pressure experiments.

The different high-pressure behaviors evident in the alcohol-
based fluid media can be attributed to the interaction of the small
fluid molecules with the three-dimensional pore network defined
by the framework. The progressive inclusion of extra guests beyond
saturationsa pressure-induced hyperfilling or hypersaturation of the
poressunderlies the substantially reduced initial compressibility.
No framework distortion appears necessary to admit additional
guests, with no threshold pressure associated with the hyperfilling.
The increased pore occupancy raises the effective internal pressure
exerted by guests on the framework, reducing the difference
between the internal and external forces on the framework and,
thereby, mitigating the effect of increasing applied pressure on the
framework compression.

Figure 2. The pressure-induced changes in lattice volume for the Cu-btc
framework. Errors are within the size of the data points.

Figure 3. (a) Part of the 〈222〉 diffraction ring after slow compression in
MEW; (b) peak splitting evident in the diffraction pattern beyond the
compressibility transition reflects the different lattice volumes and com-
pressibilities of large single-crystal domains compared to smaller particles.

Figure 4. Regions of the diffraction images in MEW for (a) the sample as
loaded, (b) at high pressure, and (c) following rapid decompression showing
the increased distribution of grain orientations.

Table 1. Bulk Moduli (K) in Different Fluid Media

fluid media Ptrans
a (GPa) Khard (GPa) Ksoft (GPa)

none 30.7(5)b

fluorinert 29.5(7)b

isopropyl alcohol ∼0.8 117.6(13)b 25.9(5)
MEW ∼2.2 116.0(32)b 33.6(5)
MEWslow ∼3.3 114.5(17)b 41.9(4)c

MEWrecovered ∼3.6 134.4(23)b 32.54(23)

a Ptrans is the compressibility transition pressure extrapolated from fits
to the hard and soft regimes. b Based on fits to data in the pressure
range 0-0.5 GPa. c Based on average fit to two component region.
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Correspondingly, the abrupt increase in framework compress-
ibility at higher pressures is attributed to a reduced rate of guest
inclusion. Beyond a threshold pressure, the framework and accord-
ingly the apertures linking pore cavities are constricted to a critical
limit where the guest transmission becomes sterically hindered
(possibly involving a “gating” mechanism, with dynamic dilations
of the aperture through vibrations/rotations of the defining water
molecules and lattice flexing). This pressure depends on the size
of the guest and occurs at lower pressure (i.e., compression) for
larger molecules such as isopropyl alcohol compared to methanol,
ethanol, or water. In fluid mixtures, one might expect the threshold
pressure to ultimately relate to the smallest component, with size
selective guest inclusion possible within certain pressure-ranges.
It may be possible to further tune selectivity by replacing the
coordinated water ligands, which define the apertures linking
cavities, by other ligands. The general mobility of guests within
the individual cavities may also play a role.

The observed particle-size dependence, compression-rate depen-
dence, and pressure-release effects can also be linked to the finite
mobility of guests within the crystal grains. For small particles,
with shorter diffusion paths through the crystal, and for slower
compression experiments, where guests can travel further, the
equilibrium loading can be reached and the compressibility transi-
tion is shifted to higher pressures. The limited egress of guests upon
rapid pressure release leads to excess internal pressure which
ruptures crystal grains thereby decreasing particle size and increas-
ing the distribution of particle orientations.

In the soft regime, where the framework and any contained guests
compress together without changes to the system composition, the
compressibility seems remarkably tolerant to the quantity and type
of guest in the pores. This suggests that the contained guests offer
little resistance to the compression of the surrounding framework,
which is consistent with the low bulk moduli of the neat fluids (K
≈ 1-2 GPa). As such, the compression behavior of the vacant
Cu3(btc)2 frameworksthe desolvated Cu-btc analogueswould be
expected to be similar to that of the guest-loaded framework: K ≈
30 GPa. The compressibility in the hard regime, where additional
guests are forced into the framework, seems independent of the
type of guest and the rate of compression (although a particle size
dependence was evident) and, thus, appears to be largely intrinsic
to the framework itself.

Notable distinctions are evident between the high pressure
behavior of the Cu-btc MOF and that of nanoporous zeolites.
Zeolites have also shown reduced apparent compressibilities
associated with hyperfilling of the pores,20–22 and for siliceous
zeolite Y a comparable hard-to-soft transition; however, the
observed compression rates are strongly dependent on the properties
(i.e., size) of the guest20 and the pore occupancy22sfactors which
do not impact the compression rate of the Cu-btc system. This
may be due to the lower relative flexibility of the linkages in the
Cu-btc MOF in which, like for mesoporous silicas,23 the nanoscale
architecture of the framework walls plays a determining role in
the high pressure behavior.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that pressure offers a unique
and hitherto unexplored means to systematically investigate the
often complex structure-function relationships of MOF systems.
Their porous nature contributes an additional dimension to the high-
pressure behavior which, in the case of Cu-btc, results in a duality
of compressibility that is triggered by the availability of potential
guests and is correlated to the size and penetrability of the guest

molecules. The pronounced framework flexing in the soft regime
achieves compressibilities comparable to ionic solids such as NaCl,
while for the hard regime the material is a factor of 4 less
compressible, mimicking compressibilities found in hard metals.
The sensitivity of the high-pressure behavior further highlights the
profound effect that even moderate pressures, such as those that
may be reached during densification or high pressure loadings for
gas storage/separation applications, can have on the structural
properties of MOFs. Indeed, we envisage that the fundamental
understanding of high-pressure phenomena in MOFs will play a
pivotal role in the advancement of their diverse applied functionalities.
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